
If you say that you are a master of the inner circle next to the emperor, then Wu Shutong in front of 
you is the important minister of the princes who dominates one side.

Moreover, he is also very keenly aware that now the Lord of England has begun to allow himself to 
get in touch with these real core members, which means that he will gradually be reused in the 
future.
So, he also stepped forward very politely, shook hands with Wu Shutong, and said with a smile, 
“Everyone is loyal to the Lord, so the Governor Wu and I naturally don’t have to be so polite!
” An important minister who serves, you have a great style!”
After finishing speaking, he pointed at the dining table and said with a smile, “This subordinate 
prepares a little wine to clean up Uncle Russell, please sit down!” Uncle Russell
cupped his hands and said politely, “Let’s go together! “
The two were polite and sat next to each other at the huge dining table.
Wu Shutong ordered the other idlers to go out, and after the door was closed, he filled a glass of 
wine for Ou Bojun with his own hands, and said with a smile, “Uncle Russell, this is the first time this 
subordinate meets you, so I would like to offer you a glass, and please treat me with a face!” “
Ou Bojun could see that although Wu Shutong’s cultivation had only reached the stage of 
transformation, he didn’t dare to underestimate him. He quickly picked up the wine glass and said 
with a smile, “You are welcome, Dudu Wu. Come, let’s drink this cup together!”
The two of them lightly touched their wine glasses, and both raised their heads and drank it all.
Putting down his wine glass, Wu Shutong’s expression suddenly became sad, and he sighed, “Uncle 
Russell, to tell you the truth, this subordinate also knows why you came to the Governor’s Mansion 
of the Right Army this time. The subordinate has always been extremely guilty of a major mistake, 
and knows that it is difficult to get rid of the suspicion. This time, I also ask Uncle to find out what 
happened and make the subordinate innocent!” Ou Bojun did not expect that
Wu Shutong would suddenly cut to the point so quickly , put down the wine glass, and said 
seriously, “Wu Dudu, Oumou would like to know how the secret order of the British lord was 
conveyed down after it was given to you?” Wu Shutong said frankly, “The command of the British 
lord is directly given to the
subordinate Under the principle that the fewer people who know, the lower the possibility of 
exposure and the lower the overall risk, the subordinates did not tell the person in charge of the 
intermediate links, but directly gave the secret order to the person in charge. Bick, the Jiedu envoy 
of the dead man’s station, asked him to select the most elite members from the Xiaoqiguards 
( Bickford guards ) ( Bickford guards ) to go to Northern Europe.”
Ou Bojun asked, “Then those who have come into contact with the secret orders, do they know Lin 
Waner (Alani) identity?”
“I don’t know.” Wu Shutong said without hesitation He blurted out, “Uncle Russell, I am the only one
who knows Lin Wan’er’s identity in the entire Right Army Governor’s Mansion. I passed the secret 
order to Bick that day, and I just told him to go to Northern Europe to catch a girl. Even he I don’t 
know Lin Wan’er’s identity, and as for the knight guards who went to carry out the mission, it is even
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more impossible to know, they only know that the girl is the master of Ying, and there will be 
rewards for catching her.” Ou Bojun nodded, he had already guessed that it would be


